You are an enthusiastic professional with excellent soft skills looking to prove these whilst working for one of the leading
providers for Direct Carrier Billing? Take a leap and experience how a mobile device turns into a progressive payment
instrument for online and physical goods, such as e-publishing, video on demand, online gaming, digital music or ticketing.
Direct Carrier Billing meanwhile ranks as the top number three payment option at Facebook and is a vital and irreplaceable
part of today’s mobile payment landscape.
DIMOCO Carrier Billing is a regulated payment institute, holds a payment services act license granted by the Austrian Financial
Market Authority and enables over 1.5 billion people to purchase goods and services from content providers through their
mobile devices.
Our international team, shaped by 20+ nationalities, offers space to add your personal note, combined with direct responsibility
and ownership of your projects. Flexible working hours support your work live balance. You are just the person we are looking
for if you want to become a vital part of our young, motivated and entrepreneurial team in a modern environment!
Due to the growing demands of our services we are now recruiting for a

Requirements Engineer (w/m)
- IT Services Your vital role:
In this challenging role, you will be responsible for business and system requirements collection for business-critical
applications. We are looking for a communicative, thorough person who enjoys actively shaping the company's solutions in
communication with all departments of the company. The ideal candidate should have a deep technical understanding and be
able to write down requirements but also keep the overview and be able to identify mismatches.

In this position you will:









Develop, evaluate and specify the requirements
Analyze workflows and use cases for our software projects
Promote knowledge exchange between product management, business departments and development
Create solution proposals with end-to-end responsibility
Support innovation, share ideas
Work in an international and interdisciplinary team
Design and maintain the roadmap for the further development of the application landscape
Support development of professional software in an agile team.

Your expertise includes:











Completion of technical studies and professional background in SW engineering
3+ years working experience in Requirements Engineering in software projects
Process-management understanding and experience
Experience in collecting and organizing Business Requirement and System Requirements (together with System
Architect)
Strong communicator and passion for understanding and documenting complex thoughts accurately
Practical experience of agile software development
Good understanding of Requirement Life Cycle
Excellent knowlegde of English; German knowlegde is a plus
Beneficial: Experience with Atlassian Confluence & Jira
Drive to learn and improve

You will enjoy:










International development opportunities in the growing and trend-setting mobile payment industry
A varied, challenging and international task awaits you
We support you: You will receive comprehensive training on our products and systems
An extremely good working atmosphere - team spirit, passion and collegiality characterise our company
We live agile development
Educational budget
Flexible working hours
Employee events
An annual gross salary starting with € 65.000,- with the willingness to overpay depending on professional experience and
qualification.

Are you the hot shot we are looking for?
We look forward to receiving your online application: https://dimoco.eu/contact-form-career/

DIMOCO Europe GmbH
Cornelia Wallner
Manager Human Resources
Campus 21, Europaring F15/302
A-2345 Brunn/Gebirge
T: 0043-1-33 66 888-0
W: https://dimoco.eu/career

